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Abstract 
Erdiis, P. and J. Spencer, Lopsided Lo&z Local Lemma and Latin transversals, Discrete Ap- 
plied Mathematics 30 (1991) 151-154. 
A new version of the Lovkz Local lemma is used to prove the existence of Latin transversals in 
matrices where no symbol appears too often. 
1. Introduction 
The object of this paper, as the title indicates, is twofold. In Section 1 we give 
an extension of the Lovasz Local Lemma. Our result, like the original form, is pure 
probability. In Section 2 we give an application. Given an n x n matrix B = [b(i,j)], 
a permutation r~ is called a Latin transversal if the values b(i, a(i)) are all distinct. 
Previous work on Latin transversals may be found in [ 1,231. 
Theorem 1. Let k< (n - 1)/16 and suppose that no entry of B appears more than 
k times. Then B has a Latin transversal. 
1. LLLL 
Let A ,, . . . , A, be events in a probability space, G a graph on the indices 1, . . . , m. 
We say G is a lopsidependency graph (for the events) if 
Pr[A, 1 $ Aj] i Pr[Ai] (*) 
for all i, S with i $ S and no j E S adjacent to i. 
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Lopsided Lovhsz Local Lemma. Let A,, . . . , A,,, be events with lopsidependency 
graph G and suppose all the events have probability at most p and that each i E G 
has degree at most d. Assume 4dp I 1. Then 
Note. We shall essentially duplicate the original proof [3] following the format of 
[41. 
Proof. We show by induction on s that if Sls, then for any i 
Pr[Ai 1 /) Aj] 5 2p. 
For S = 0 this is immediate. Renumber for convenience so that i = m, S = { 1, . . . , s} 
and {i,x> $G for x>d. Now 
Pr[A, 1 A,...A,] = 
Pr[A,,ji l...Ad 1 A,, ,... A,] 
Pr[A ,... Ad ( A,, l...A,] ’ 
We bound the numerator 
Pr[A$i,...& I A d+l...A,]5Pr[A, )&+,...A,] 
5 Pr[A,] 5p 
by the condition (*) of lopsidependency. We bound the denominator 
Pr[A l...Ad(Ad+l...As]>l- i Pr[Ai)A,+,...A,] 
i=l 
d 
2 1 - c 2p (induction) 
i=l 
= 1-2pdr+. 
Hence we have the quotient 
Pr[A, /A,...A,]<p/3=2p 
completing the induction. Finally 
Pr[AI...A,] = fi Pr[A, I Ai***Ai_ 11 
i=l 
m 
2;4 u-2P)>O. q 
2. Latin transversals 
To prove Theorem 1 fix an n x n matrix B with no entry b(i,j) appearing more 
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than k< (n - 1)/16 times. Let o be uniformly chosen from S,. Let T denote the set 
of (i,j, i’,j’) with b(i,j) =b(i’,j’), i#i’, j#j’ and (for ordering) i<i’. For each 
(i,j, i’,j’) E T let Aiji’, denote the event o(i) =j and a(i’) = j’. The existence of a 
Latin transversal is then logically equivalent to the statement 
0 AjjQr#O. (**I 
Clearly Pr[AUfY] = I/n(n - 1). Define G on vertex set T by making (i, j, i’, j’) adja- 
cent to (x,y,x’,y’) if any of the i equal any of the x or any of the j equal any of 
the y. (That is, when they are not adjacent the four cells (i, j), (i’, j’), (x,y), (x’,y’) 
occupy four distinct rows and columns.) For a given (i, j, i’, j’) there are at most 412 
choices of (x,y) with a common coordinate and then k choices for (x’,y’) with 
b(x,y) = b(x’,y’) giving either (x,y,x’,y’) or (x’,y’, x,y) adjacent to (i, j, i’, j’). That is, 
G has maximal degree at most 4nk. Thus (**) follows as a direct application of 
LLLL if we can show that G satisfies the lopsidependency condition (*). 
By symmetry it suffices to show 
Pr[A,,,, / 0 A,,.,.] 5 l/n@ - 1) 
where none of the i nor j are either one or two. Call o GOOD if it satisfies 
&iijcY. Let sij d enote the number of GOOD o with a(l) = i, a(2) = j. 
Claim. s12 5 s3+ 
Let o be GOOD with a(1) = 1, a(2) = 2. There exist x, y with a(x) = 3, a(v) = 4. 
Define o* by a*(1)=3, a*(2)=4, a*(x)= 1, o*(y)=2, o*(t)=u(t) for t#l,2,~,y. 
Then B* is GOOD as the new values (1,3), (2,4), (x, l), (Y, 2) cannot be part of any 
(i,j, i’, j’) ES. The map o to CT* is injective from GOOD o with a(l) = 1, o(2) = 2 to 
GOOD o* with a*(1)=3, a*(2)=4, proving the claim. 
Clearly this argument shows sr2 <sij whenever i,j> 2. 
We show s,,<sr3 similarly: Given a GOOD cr with o(l) = 1, o(2) = 2, a(x) = 3 set 
a*(l)=l, a*(2)=3, 0*(x)=2. Also SQ=Sji as given a GOOD cr with a(l)=i, 
o(2) = j define o* by a*(l) =j, a*(2) = i. Thus s125Sij for all possible i#j. Hence 




completing the proof. 
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